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Anti aircraft fire synonyms

antiairhlift, anti-aircraft gun, flak, flack, pom-pom, ack-ack, ack-ack gun (adj) artillery designed to shoot upwards at aircraftSynonyms: attack, ack-ack, flack catcher, fire, blast, pompon, flak, pom-pom, antiaircraft gun, ack-ack gun, flack, flak catcherAntonyms: offensive Definition from Wiktionary, the free dictionary Hop for navigation Hop for search See also:
antiairsky antaircraft (rare) antiair cloud anti-+ aircraft. Adjective[edit] anti-aircraft (not comparable) (military) Intended to attack aircraft. Synonyms[edit] AA, double-A AAA, triple-A ack-ack air-defence, air-defense anti-air Translations[edit] Noun[edit] anti-aircraft (countable and countless, majority anti-air defense or anti-aircraft) Synonyms [edit] AA, double-A
AAA, triple-A ack-ack air defense, air defense Archie Translations [edit] Further reading [edit] Anti-aircraft warfare on Wikipedia.Wikipedia Pronunciation/ˌantɪˈɛːkrɑːft/See synonyms for anti-air air (especially of a gun or missile) used to attack enemy aircraft. He said recent airstrikes had focused on air defense command and control centers, anti-aircraft guns
and missile locations.'' Then he helped direct defensive aircraft away from anti-aircraft artillery fire.'' Antirustrust missiles and anti-aircraft missiles can still be operated by artillery as well as by other weapons and services.'' It showed an anti-aircraft missile unit shooting at an Allied warplane.'' They manned anti-aircraft guns and filled non-combatant roles.''
During this period, Littlewood improved methods for calculating the trajectory of anti-aircraft missiles.'' But it is believed that weapons features include anti-tank and anti-aircraft missiles.'' On our bombing run with the bomb doors open we could hear shrapnel from anti-aircraft guns pinging on our bomb casings.'' They also worked in mixed batteries on anti-
aircraft guns, but were not officially allowed to fire them.'' Taliban fighters fought back with anti-aircraft guns after several days of fire.'' Spades, picks, anti-tank rockets, anti-aircraft guns and explosives are being used, he said.'' We hear the boom of guns in the distance and occasionally rattle off anti-aircraft guns during airstrikes.'' A moment later, small
explosions appeared in the sky as anti-aircraft guns opened up on the raiding force.'' The most interesting features are against the stern, where you'll find a £12 anti-aircraft gun on either side of the ship.'' Nearly 800 anti-aircraft guns were moved to shore and 1,000 barrage balloons were raised.'' The play came in 1991, when the local army chief informed
him that an anti-aircraft gun would be installed on the roof of his house.'' A. My father was 15 when they drafted him in 1945 to man anti-aircraft guns.'' The Allies had nothing to counter this terrifying new technology, which flew too low and too fast for anti-aircraft guns.'' Only her anti-aircraft guns are still attached to the hull.'' of fighter jets was followed with
the creation of guns.'First World War from anti- + aircraft. In the 19th century artillery shell with metal bullets, designed to explode in the air over enemy troops. An official condemnation, rebuke, or expression of negative criticism, usually by a legislative or other formal body, of the behavior of one of its members or of a person whose conduct it monitors. Any
person, group or thing that opposes Open acts of war; warfare A rapid, persistent chemical change that releases heat and light and is accompanied by flames, especially the exotherm oxidation of a combustible substance: Responsibility for something that deserves censure. A statement that opposes anything that is about to happen in a courtroom or that has
already taken place, as being inappropriate, inoperative or against procedural rules. It is up to the judge to decide on the validity of the opposition or to overrule it. A timely objection entered into in the trial minutes, together with appropriate argument as to its validity, may form the basis for an appeal to a higher court. See also challenge and movement in
limine. Insulting or hurtful language, especially when used to threaten or demoralize: The definition of a complaint is an expression of, or the cause of, pain, anger, dissatisfaction, regret or irritation. A comment, review, article, etc., expressing such analysis and judgment A difference of opinion; dissent or, esp., disagreement as expressed in intense bickering
or tug of war, as within a group [disagreement among party members]: often in disagreement in the ranks, dissatisfaction with those in authority (archaic) A reason or basis for praise The definition of a compliment is the act of giving praise. Alternative spelling of anti-aircraft. Artillery designed to shoot upwards on aircraft The definition of a flack is an
advertising agent. Alternative spelling of pompom. artillery designed to shoot upwards on aircraft Experience or the beginning of a feeling, need or desire: A violent explosion, as of dynamite or a bomb. a smart spokesperson who can turn any criticism in favor of their employer a smart spokesperson who can turn any criticism in favor of their employer
machine gun-brand (related) Find another word for flak. On this page you can discover 28 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions, and related words for flak, such as: shrapnel, ack-ack, censure, opposition, hostility, fire, guilt, objection, abuse and artillery. Also available in: Thesaurus. Noun1.antiairfire - shoot at enemy aircraft firing, fire - the act of firing
weapons or artillery at an enemy; hold your fire until you can see the whites of their eyes; they retreated in the face of withering enemy fireBasin on WordNet 3.0, Farlex clipart collection. © 2003-2012 Princeton University, Farlex Inc. Do you want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster's page for
free fun content. Link to this page: href= fire&gt;antiluftskyts brand&lt;/a&gt; brand&lt;/a&gt; My first combat mission in Desert Storm as captain and F-16 air traffic controller, we crossed into enemy territory, and the first thing we saw was anti-aircraft fire. Then we had a couple of ground-air missiles fired at us. The military said their aircraft faced massive anti-
aircraft fire from Syria that forced two pilots to abandon an F-16 jet that crashed in northern Israel.They would have to lower to twelve thousand feet to drop their bombs, and since Vemork was three thousand feet above sea level, the difference would put them at a prime distance for anti-aircraft fire. What's another word for anti-aircraft fire? 15 synonyms
found Pronunciation: [ ˌantɪˈe͡əkɹaft fˈa͡ɪ͡ə], [ˌantɪˈe əkətaft fķ], [م a_n_t_0__ ゚_k_ ゚_a_f_t f_000] •Act (noun) •Other relevant words: flak, crossfire, bombardment, firepower, fireworks, gunfire, firefight, ack-ack, barrage, musketry, shelling, grenade fire, shooting, flack. Flack.
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